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We give a characterization f open Ani~,&-ow 
charqqterization n the hpestigation ofopen finite-to-one i 
r- AI@ Subj. Class. (1980): 54ClO 
I open finite-to-one mappir p metic spaces 
It is known [2] that an open finite-to-one image of a met1 .c space is a metacorilroact 
&velopable space having a countable cover by cl-cd met&able su 
first section we prbve that the a&e conditions characterize open finite-to-one 
images of metric spaces (sefti fs, p. 149& 
In the second section we apply this result in the discussion of oven finite-to-one 
images of par&compact p-spaces. 
We use the- terminology and notation fForn 163. awings are a=umed to be 
continuous and onto. In the first section we do not ume any separation axioms 
(in particular, metacompact spaces are not assumed to Be Hausdorff). All spaces 
considered in the second section are assumed to be regular. 
The main re:ault af his section is the fallowin 
of P; ~*~,~.Kl 
satisfy (5) fw 
w c;i u(zn x{y’}: y 6 y’, $“(?i)E 
mwn 
Observe that: 
(6) ff V&I, ix) A V&2, in) * $ and n(y~) s n(yd, then yl E 
n (Y $1 <n bd, then Wyl, i 1) 3 VZ(YZ~ i2). 
The ab+ &k&ion ghows that the family of sets V(y, i) def li‘~es a topology of 
S. I?k& shaU s&v ‘thai this ‘topolu& is met&able by win 
InetjWtion theorem. 
Consider, for n, k, i * I, :Eic: family 
,,,~f ={(GAZ,)(y,i): GM(n) and 
y~~(O)X8(l)\%P(l)X* l ‘X 
(7) V(y,i)\v(Ty,i)=q& ?~rr#\V)x{~~Y ‘.‘, . ’ .’ / ‘” ; t . ‘5. 9 ._’ :\. . . 
The inclusion 2 is obviow. To prowi the revefic fn&si;l o&e& ..*a{ (4! .r’) E 
-I_ 
V(y, i) implies that y c yp. If, moreover, y’ # r, then, by virtue of (6), (z, $)E 
V(y, i). Thus, it remains to show that (z, y’)~: V’(y, i) implies z E R &w& that 
z E ZJ v, then, by virtue of (5), there exist a neighbourhood W of,: z in & glinti 
a j a 1 such that St( W, %?i(n)) nZ, n v = 8. Thus, W(y, j)n V(y, f.) *8 ,tamd, -- 
consequently (2, y)t?E V(y, i). 
To prove the continuity and openness of p observe that for V open in 2% 
By virtue of (5) and the above equality Q is continuslurs anal: the openness of p 
follows from this equality too. 
It remains to i:heck (ij and (ii). 
From the con::truction of& it follows ithat 
w~s)alp{w(z,): n a l}~sup{w(Tu).: n 3 1)~ w(T) 
and the fact that 7” is an open image of S implies that w(T) < w(S). 
The con&ion (ii) can be obtained irectly from the eonstru~tion (see T), ot as 
a consequence of the fact that open finite-to-one mappings betwee met& spaces 
preserve the dimension Ind [IO]. 
Corollary 1.1. A topolugkcrl space T is an open finite-to-one image of a zero- 
dimensional metric space if a& only if Tls a metucompact dhwelopuble space having 
a countable couer by closed wwdimensional met&able subqmc~s. 
Chsolla ry 1.1 can be p ved directly by using the standard method of, taking a 
subspace af a Bake space corresponding toa suitable development of ‘4” consisting 
of point-finite cove’rs. 
In [9] r3 general method of constructing open mappings i described. A char+cteriz- 
ation of open finite-to-one images of o-discrete me& spaces from [9] (see [!5,, 
Theorem 6j) can be derived from Theorem I.1 cix even from Corollary IL 
Finally, observe that the class of open finite-to-one images of metric spaces 
contains trictly the class of locally met&able metacompacS develupable spaces (to 
get an example, replace each isolated point of a convergent sequence by a non- 
~~t~~a~~~ 1oc rmtrizabfe metacoqact space) and is strictty contained in the 
class of metacc3 lopable spaces i7]. 
prOtiN T’he$mplications (a)q.(b) * (c) * (b) are known (see [Z, 3.51 and [4]). From 
[3, Theorem 2.21 and Theorem 1,2, it follows that (b) + (d). 
fn Mder to prove (d) =+ (a), 8~8ume that h is a periect mapping of Y onto T and 
p is an open finite-to-one mapping of a metric space S onto T. 
LetX=={(y,s& YW+:h(y)=p(s))andietJ:X+ Y andg:X+S be therestric- 
tions of the corresponding projections, Sin x f is ‘parallel’ to p and g is ‘pxallei’ 
to h,. it follows [ 1, p. I%] th&t f is open finite-to-one and g is perfect. Thus Y is 
an open finite-to-one image of a paracompact p-space X. 
The class of paracompact g-spaces is a special case of the class @$(A) of spaces 
which can be mapped onto a qx.ce belonging to a given class A by a perfect 
mapping with fibers having a given property 9 [3]. 
If 9 is hereditary with respect o non-empty closed subsets and preserved by 
mappings which are restrictions of open and compact mappings to compact subsets 
of the domain, then the method of proof of Theorem 2.1 can be used in order to 
obtain: 
Thorerop 22. Let Y be Q perfect spuce. ‘khe followirr -J conditions are equivalent : 
(a) Y is m open fide-to-one image of cc space from sPP (met&). 
(b) Y is a.2 open and compact image of a spact~ from P,, (matric’) and hlas u 
countable coz’er by (closed ~cWacompact subspaces. 
(c) Y !,$ a fWtWOtlitp42 : t p-space with a seqww (VH)nSj of open couers such 
that r]n&?sr St(y, K,) satisfh P for y E Y and Y leas a countable cover by closed para- 
compact s&paces. 
((a) YE PP (open &ibe-to-one images of metric spaces). 
heorem 2. I. (for the 
M. M. ban has Li d the author -that fr~rra Theorem I.1 aad [S, 
CorOllary 51, it fotlows tha e ckss Of open and compact co~ntat&-t~~~~~&&& 
of metric spaces is equ of open finite-tonne igag& pf &&ri~ SF: &es 
(t,he assumption of norm&y of ‘V in [S, Corokry 5J‘is n& &&I$,&& $& &so / /- _ b / .I. ,, ._ 
observ& that frOm [11] and 12, %2], it fouows thatt ope& c+n&ble_t&~,~e &n*es 
of metric spaces are spaces with p&nt-countable bases. . ’ ’ 
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